Understanding the Alps

Part 5: Lee side thermals

Kelly Farina helps you get the best from Alpine flying

The Zillertal and offers many potential lee sides to explore. PHOTO: KELLY FARINA

You've probably heard this before, but it's true that air
behaves in a very similar way to water. If you watch a
fast river flowing over rocks you'll see two things: a
slight acceleration as the water goes over and around
an obstacle, and the water tumbling on the back side
of it. Airflow in the mountains behaves in exactly the
same way.
As a low-level valley wind is forced up a slope in its
path it will create potential lift in relatively smooth air
on the windward side. This could be soarable and
may contain a thermal as well as a dynamic component. On the back side of this slope you can expect to
find that the wind will be accelerated, no longer rising
and almost certainly tumbling. This is the lee.
An important thing to note about this area of rotor is
that it may pull down large amounts of air from above
it. So the bad effects of this lee will not only be felt
locally but higher up as well. In the lee-side area
there will be mainly sink and rotor. Such areas should
be avoided; hanging around here will flush pilots to
the ground pretty quickly.
The more pronounced the tumbling, the higher the
sink will extend above the mountain. Stronger winds
or a sharp change in profile will enhance this effect.
This is particularly bad when flying over steep passes
or cols where a strong valley wind is funnelling
through. Normally the areas are blue if this effect has
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set up. The 1,274m Thurn Pass in the Pinzgau is a
classic example.
If you are unsure about the effects lower down in the
valley you should ask yourself a few questions.
• Where are you in relation to the heat low?
(see May's article)
• Your location in the Alps?
• What time of year?
• Time of day?
• Strength of day?
With the answers to these questions in mind pilots
should be able to gauge the strength, depth and
direction of the lower valley wind. The answers to the
first three questions should be enough to help you
work out the direction of the lower flow. Asking local
pilots what they think could be a good idea too.
We've established that the lee-side of a mountain is
generally a no-go zone. However it is possible,
though never without risk, to climb in the lee of an
into-wind slope. If the heat source is protected by the
mountain that is acting as a block to the flow, it's possible for powerful thermals to be generated in the
relatively still air below the turbulence.
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Lee-side lift should only be explored on light wind
days when turbulence is at a minimum, and with
plenty of altitude. Strong sink and hard-edged
thermals are almost a certainty, but it can be
worth searching for lift in these areas. You need
to be able to fly your wing instinctively and be
prepared for trouble. Lee side thermals are not
for the faint-hearted; they are often very strong
because they have been building for a long time
away from the scouring effect of upslope winds.
Competition tasks have been won - and lost - by
pilots searching for lift in the lee. You take your
life in your hands every time, but with skilful
flying and lightning reflexes it is possible to get a
good climb when everything else has gone to
worms. But avoid strong winds, sharp profiles
and inaccessible terrain like the plague. So if
you're eyeing-up a potential lee-side thermal,
remember that “superior pilots use their
superior judgement to avoid having to use their
superior skills.”
Kelly Farina has lived in the Alps for 12 years and
has over 1600 hours of flying experience, mostly
Alpine. Pilots wishing to learn to fly confidently in
the Alps can contact him through his website at
www.austrianarena.com. This is the last article in
the present series

